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New Edition, Illustrations by AnneMarie Arnold and Lisa Cowdan. The Goddess Book of Days is a

perpetual calendar, datebook and planner of Goddess dates, holidays, festivals and holy days

presented in a beautiful modern format. The book can be used for any year--and every year.
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Very good quality, a classic by this time. Many Goddesses and holidays are included on calendar

and "moon month" dates. There is also a lot of space on each date to write in extra holidays that are

meaningful to the owner of the book. Correspondences for the Goddesses are included, though not

literally the same. Good for invocations, bringing significance to calendar dates. Excellent reference

for when the internet is not available.

It got here faery purrily, and it is purry.I like that she includeth so many goddesses from various

religious backgrounds (including the saints, as I'm Christo-Wiccan-Pagan,) though I have some

qualms with a few of her comparisons, lol.

I have the paperback copy of this book and am ordering my second copy. My original is very worn. I

have been using it for the last many years (nearly ten) to collect inspirational quotes in. I write one

quote per day and it is nearly completed!Now I am buying a second copy to transfer the old quotes

into, change some around and so forth. I had been putting them in almost randomly, but I want to

rewrite them to correlate better with the Goddess days that Diane cites.



I like the idea of having a book to refer to regarding Goddess in reference to days of the week and

monthly. For someone fairly new to the Goddess, you might have trouble navigating through the

book or finding the proper use for it. Should probably get this book if you are not a newbie.

A sturdy, compact, daily (perpetual) calendar full of useful information and beautiful illustrations!

Hardcover and beautifully bound. This book was done by the same author (Diane Stein) as The

Woman's Spirituality Book. A wonderful reference book!

A fabulous book for women interested in Goddess spirituality. I had no idea some of these

Goddesses existed. She gives all the names the Goddess of the day is known by as well, making it

very easy to find a Goddess relevant for any race or culture. There is lots of room to write your own

notes on your rituals or other Goddesses you've discovered for each day.

A great quicky reference book of what each Goddess all over the world correspond to each day.

You can take it from there and look each one up on the net to see the significance of each day.
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